
 

 

City of St. Hedwig Planning and Zoning Meeting - 7 August 2018 

 

Call to Order/Roll Call/Establish Quorum - All Present 

Commission accepted the 10 July 2018 minutes with corrections 
 

Citizens to be heard:  1.) Shirley Scibarcic is against annexation.  2.)  Wanda Polasek with 

concerns that the commercial property that is spot zoned could revert back to its original use.  3.) 

Susan Wermle with concerns about grandfathered property where zoning could change.  Would 

like to understand what grandfathering means for land owners and how it relates to the state 

code. 

 

Old Business:   

Consideration of comments using the criteria discussed at last meeting. Discussion of the 

comment counts or comment trends.  7 comments for greater that 2.5 acres lot size, x comments 

for less than a 2.5 acre lot size, 2 opposed to greater than 5 acres.  11 in favor of 

annexation(predominantly in the mesquite woods area.  2-3 in favor of more area for commercial 

use.  2 opposed to more area for commercial.   

 

Prevailing sentiment was for maintaining currently acreage limitations. With the next largest 

group requesting annexation.   

 

Comm Robinette clarified that all property currently zoned commercial would remain 

commercial.  Comm Jones clarified that proposed maps did not include current commercially 

zoning in order to clarify but that all commercial zones would remain.  All Commissioners 

agreed that future land use map would reflect current commercial. 

 

Map 3:  Comm Low noted that the area at Abbott and 1518 area was larger than discussed and 

proposed reducing the residential area shown.  Proposing commercial as shown on map.  Comm 

Low noted that the areas south east would receive drainage from the ETJ housing development 

and that property should remain agricultural.  Comm Jones proposed that any commercial area 

utilize the existing maximum lot depth.  Also noted was that the future land use map can capture 

areas already developed within the ETJ in order to demonstrate higher density residential 

availability.   

 

Discussion of the area requesting annexation and requirement to be contiguous with the City.  

Planner will be consulted.  Comm Jones discussed designating flood planes areas as public use 

areas to restrict construction Discussion of the comments requesting opportunities for properties 

at 4180 and 4296 Abbott rd.  Motion to table discussion of the FLU comments 

 

New business: Discussion of Silesian Subdivision submittal.  Motion to table discussion.   

Discussion of Dollar general submittal. Motion to table discussion.   

 

Motion to make next P&Z meeting for 14 Aug Meeting Adjourned at 8:40 pm 

 

 
 


